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ABSTRACT 

Integrated s o h a r e  has been written that comprises the tool kit for the Intelligent 
Computing System (ICs). The software tools in ICS are for evaluating reservoir and 
hydrocarbon potential fkom various seismic, geologic and engineering data sets. The ICs 
tools provide a means for logical and consistent reservoir characterization. The tools can 
be broadly characterized as 1) clustering tools, 2) neural solvers, 3) multiple-linear 
regression, 4) entrapment-potential calculator and 5 )  combining tools. A flexible 
approach can be used with the ICs tools. They can be used separately or in a series to 
make predictions about a desired reservoir objective. The tools in ICs are primarily 
designed to correlate relationships between seismic information and data obtained froin 
wells; however, it is possible to work with well data alone. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report contains descriptions of s o h a r e  tools for aiding companies and individuals 
in their efforts to extract the most information from geophysical, geological and 
engineering data in the pursuit of oil exploration and development. The primary objective 
of this project is to construct software tools for an integrated system of reservoir 
characterization aiid risk assessment. Nine software tools and one utility comprise the 
“Intelligent Computing System” or ICs tool kit. These tools were written in 
MATLABTM. MATLAB is an integrated programming arid visualization environment 
that uses a proprietary interpreted language designed for easy experimental development 
of scientific and engineering software. These tools were developed and tested using 
seismic, geologic and well data from the Red River Play in Bowman County, North 
Dakota and Harding County, South Dakota. The geologic setting for the Red River 
Formation is shallow-shelf carbonate at a depth fi-om 8000 to 10,000 ft. It is thought that 
the ICs tools can be used in many geological settings. 

Accompanying this report is a CD-ROM with all the necessary script files for execution 
of the ICs tools under the MATLAB platform. The necessary components are MATLAB, 
Neural Net Toolbox and Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. Also included on the CD-ROM are data 
files that can be used to demonstrate the functionality of each tool or utility. In addition, 
there are example data files to be used with the tutorial section of this report. 

Currently, there are seven ICs tools that have been successfully compiled to Windows 
executable programs. Three ICs tools use MATLAB Neural Network or Fuzzy Logic 
Toolboxes. The current MATLAB compiler does not support creation of stand-alone 
executable programs &om scripts that have calls to routines from these Toolboxes. The 
ICs tools that utilize the MATLAB neural network or fuzzy logic toolboxes will be re- 
written in an alternate language and compiled if a new release of the MATLAB compiler 
still does not support these Toolboxes. 

There are three budget periods for this project. The ICs tools developed during budget 
period 1 are considered to be preliminary or beta versions. Software refinements will be 
made in the next budget period. Predictions of reservoir potential in the Red River 
Foimatioii at predetermined sites will be made with the ICs tools at the conclusions of 
budget period 1. Testing and validation of the ICs reservoir predictions will follow in 
budget period 2. This will involve drilling new wells or re-completing existing wells 
through open-hole horizontal laterals at ICs selected locations. 

The report that follows describes in detail the logic and mechanics ofrunning each ICs 
tool aiid utility. Practice fifes are provided to allow testing. A rill description is given for 
the creation of input files. The tutorial section provides a template using ICs tools to 
achieve several reservoir characterization objectives and to assess reservoir potential. 





Intelligent Computing System for Reservoir Characterization 
and Risk Assessment 

INTRODUCTION 

The Intelligent Computing System (ICs) is a set of software tools to aid exploration and 
development for oil and gas. It has been designed and tested with data from the Red 
River Formation, Williston Basin. However, the ICs tools and appruaches for addressing 
reservoir characterization problems should be applicable in many hydrocarbon provinces. 

The ICs tools are implemented in MATLAB? MATLAB is an integrated programming 
and visualization environment that uses a proprietary interpreted language designed for 
easy experimental development of scientific and engineering sofware. MATLAB runs on 
UNIX or Microsoft Windows platforms, and is distributed by 

The Math Works, Inc. 
3 Apple Hill Drive 
Natick, MA 0 1760-2098 
http://www .mathworlcs.com 

All ICs code development was done I sing vers' on 5.3 of MATLAB running on 
MicrosoR Windows NT. Elements of the MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox and Fuzzy 
Logic Toolbox were used, respectively, for those ICs components that involve artificial 
neural networks (ANN) or fuzzy logic algorithms. 

The ICs took and utilities that are delivered with this report are MATLAB native code 
(.m files). Using the MATLAB native code files requires that the user purchase the 
appropriate MATLAB products. This option provides the ability to modify the ICs 
source code. A full description of M A T L D  products and pricing can be found by 
browsing the MATLAB web site. We are cui-rently compiling the MATLAB code as 
Microsoft Windows executables (.exe files). The Windows executable fdes can be run, 
withaut the purchase of additional saftware, an any suitable Windows platfarm, but 
cannot be modified by the user. 

The so€tware tools in ICS are for evaluating various data sets from seismic, geologic and 
engineering sources. The objective of these tools is to provide a means for logical and 
consistent reservoir characterization. These tools can be broadly characterized as 1)  
clustering tools, 2) neural solvers, 3) multiple-linear regression, 4) entrapment-potentia1 
calculator and 5 )  combining tools. The tool kit has been tested on seismic and well data 
fiom six 3D seismic surveys and with well data that are located outside the seismic 
survey boundaries. 

In the most general way, the user of these software tools will characterize the common 
physical parameters that cause a sedimentary layer to be a good or poor oil reservoir. 
Seismic information will be transformed to those physical parameters. The gseudo- 
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physical parameters will then be used to predict the reservoir potential for a sedimentary 
layer or unit. 

Tools are not available in ICs for extraction of seismic time or waveform attributes from 
a seismic data file as delivered by the processing provider. It is expected that users have 
the ability to pick and extract relevant seismic information using seismic interpretation 
software. The data files imported and exported by ICs routines are in simple ASCII 
comma-separdted-variable format. 

Approach and Methodology 

A generic approach for using ICs would follow the reservoir characterization items listed 
below. 

Depositional setting 
Structwe and growth history 
Seismic pseudo -res ervoir parameters 
Fluid saturation 
Structure and stratigraphic entrapment 
Combining and weighting characterization parameters 

The tools in ICs are primarily designed to correlate relationships between seismic 
information and data obtained from wells. It is possible to work with we11 data alone. 
Likewise, there may be special circumstances where seismic data could be used without 
well data. A generalized approach to reservoir characterization with ICs is shown in 
Figure 1. A “2” map is a representation of reservoir potential or “goodness”, either in 
relative ranking or scaled with some values that correspond to production. 

Figure 1. ICs Data and Logic flow. 

DATA + 
Formation Tops 
Log Analysis 
Production 
Flow Tests 
Seismic Time 
Seismic Intervals 
Seismic Attributes 
Seismic Models 

Depositional setting 

INTERMEDIATE 
TOOLS + OBJECTIVES + COMBINE -+ 66Z”MAP 
Clustering Deposition Manual Weight 
Neural Solver Stmc tui-e Neural Solver 
Linear Regession Growth History Fuzzy Rules 

Storage 
Transmissibility 
Fluid Saturation 
Entrapment 

Evaluation of depositional setting iiivolves identifying the correspondence of rock-type 
pardmeters with the environment in which the sediments were deposited. Rock-type 
parameters can be assessed from well logs and cores. Environmental setting can be 
inferred from interval thickness between marker beds within or near the zone of interest. 
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In some cases the reservoir layer of interest might be seismically invisible but an interval, 
postulated to describe the environmental setting, may have seismic expression. The tools 
in ICs can help provide a correlation between depositional setting and rock type. 

Structure and growth histon; 

The importance of present-day structure for entrapment of hydrocarbons in many 
reservoirs is obvious. In addition, the growth history of the structure will have a bearing 
on the migration of hydrocarbons into the sti-ucture or coinpartmentalization of the 
reservoir. ICs tools can be used to assess the correlation of structural growth with known 
areas of production. 

Seismic pseudo-reservoir purameters 

Variation in reservoir thickness and porosity can produce variation in seismic response. 
Seismic attributes such as amplitude and interval time can be correlated with thickness 
and porosity-thickness in some reservoirs. In those conditions, the results can be used to 
predict the nature and extent of the reservoir. With ICs tools, any reservoir attribute can 
be experimentally compared to multiple seismic attributes. ICs will attempt a correlation 
and ranking of seismic attributes with the reservoir parameters provided. When using a 
neural solver, the limit of seismic attributes that can be evaluated at one time is 
constrained by the number of control wells. 

Flu id su tu ra tion 

In some reservoirs and under certain conditions, a higher saturation of hydrocarbons can 
be indicated from frequency or AVO response of seismic data. Seismic modeling should 
be performed to determine if such attributes are applicable for the reservoir under 
evaluation. Analysis of these data can be viewed as a subset under seismic pseudo- 
reservoir parameters. 

S'truc tu re and s tra tigraph ic en traprn en t 

The entrapment potential of a reservoir is comprised of structural and capillary 
components. A special ICs routine has been developed that can import depth and rock- 
type information to assess entrapment potential. 

Corn bin ing and weighting ch urac tel-izu t ion pururn e fers 

The potential for hydrocarbon entrapment and production from a reservoir is comprised 
of many factors. These include reservoir structure, reservoir size, vertical and lateral 
changes in reservoir quality, location relative to source rock and tectonic setting. Under 
certain conditions or for different forniations, the importance or weight of the reservoir 
characterization parameters will vary, ICs allows users to subjectively combine and 
weight any characterization output. A neural solver can be used, when there are sufficient 
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control wells, to objectively combine and weight characterization output. A fuzzy-logic 
routine is under development as means of objective combining and weighting. 

Data Requirements 

The structure of ICs is primarily designed to incorporate seismic information in a 
reservoir characterization process. This is not mandatory, however. The tools in ICs can 
work with well-log data as the sole source of geological input. The input data can be as 
simple or complete as is available or desired by the user. It must be stressed that 
characterization results will improve more significantly by adding dependent data (well 
information) than by adding more independent (seismic) data. Throughout the text that 
follows, there are references to dependent and independent data. Dependent data (or 
values) generally are items that are measured at wells. Dependent data are represented by 
a dependent variable in some function, z =&ffi,y) where z is the dependent variable. In 
this context, when we make predictions of reseivoir phi-h Erom some seismic attributes, 
phi-h is represented by a dependent variable and is predicted by some function applied to 
the seismic attributes (independent variables). 

A well data set would be comprised of items that represent reservoir storage, 
permeability, saturation, production and structure. The most common source of reservoir 
storage and saturation is from well logs. Digitized log data can be interpreted for net 
thickness, porosity and saturation. Drill-stem test data are a good source for permeability. 
Core data are also a good source for permeability, but the number of cores is often too 
few to provide an adequate population distribution, Permeability or productivity can be 
estimated from advanced decline-curve analysis using type-curve techniques. However, 
stimulation, damage or pressure depletion can significantly affect results from these 
methods. Production volumes and phase ratios over a normalized time period should also 
be included in the data set. Structure and growth history information can be obtained 
from depths of important geologic markers from well logs. 

Once collected, the data set is then organized in an ordinary spreadsheet with data in one 
row representing one well or location. The location of each well must be in the same 
coordinate system as the seismic data. The type of information in each column will be the 
same. A well-master database is now constiwted. 

A seismic database is assembled fi-om exported files from the user’s seismic 
interpretation software. Several seismic databases may be needed. One seismic database 
should have time picks at major geologic events. Another seismic database may have 
waveform and iso-time attributes over a narrow time window that is associated with the 
reservoir. The selection of appropriate attributes and time window should be deteimined 
from some synthetic seismic modeling exercises. 
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Geologic and Seismic Setting for 1CS Development 

Sf&men t of Problem 

Red River oil reservoirs in southwestern North Dakota and northwest South Dakota are 
relatively deep (8,000 to 10,000 feet below ground surfdce), which result in significant 
cost for exploration and development. Therefore, technology and methods of data 
analysis that assist decision makers in the selection of optimal drill-site locations and risk 
reduction have great value in petroleum exploration. 

Subtle changes in stizlcture and stratigraphic controls are thought to cause entrapment of 
hydrocarbons in reservoirs of the Red River formation. Early exploration niodels 
included deposition of Red River reservoirs over buried Precambrian topographic hills or 
structures. Exploration tools such as mapping seisniic travel time between two strong 
reflectors (one shaEow and one deep) has been used successfully to identify topography 
at Red River depth that fits the buried-hill model. Many of the small anticlinal features 
discovered in the Bowman-Harding area exhibit structural r e k f  from 50 to 100 ft from a 
structural base encompassing an area of 0.5 to 1.0 square mile. As the region matured 
through drilling successes and failures, it has become clear that the buried-hill model is 
oversiniplified, incomplete and inadequate for a modern-day explorationist in a restrictive 
economic environment. 

Modern seismic methods of processing and 3D acquisition can help operators improve 
recovery of hydrocarbons from existing reservoirs by targeting areas of thick porosity 
development and identifying subtle basement faults or lineaments. The number of 
geologic, geophysical, and engineering variables pertinent to the occurrence of 
hydrocarbons in the Red River formation have increased dramatically as 3D seismic data 
are manipulated in more detail. Effectively resolving issues of entrapment of commercial 
quantities of oil in reservoirs of the Red River involves a complex understanding of 
geological depositional processes and tectonic growth from the time of deposition (450 
million years ago) of the Red River Formation through present-day. 

There are several evaluations that are completed by scientists and engineers, either 
conscientiously or sub-conscientiously, that assist exploration managers in determining 
whether a location is prospective for drilling. In a geological framework, these are: 

1) the setting in which the reservoir sediments were deposited and affects on reservoir 
quality, 

2) chemical alteration or weathering that may affect reservoir quality after burial, 
3) affects of burial and thermal history on maturation of source rock, 
4) movement (upheaval or subsidence) of potential reservoir layers after burial, 
5) identification of a viable source rock, 
6 ) position of potential reservoir layers with respect 

hydrocarbon source rock, 
7) entrapment of oil during expulsion and post oil ni 
8) volume of oil contained by the reservoir trap. 

o oil migration flow paths fkom 

gation, and 
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The Intelligent Computing System consists of a set of tools that can analyze a large 
volume of multi-disciplinary data. The objective of these tools is to provide a means for 
logical and consistent reservoir characterization. 

Geologic setting 

The Red River formation of Bowman County, North Dakota and Harding County, South 
Dakota can be characterized as a continuous sequence of carbonate rocks that are 
Ordovician age and range in thickness from 500 to 550 feet. Carbonates of the Red River 
formation conformably overly mariiae shale of the Winnipeg formation, and are overlain 
by marine shale and carbonates of the Stony Mountain formation. The predominant dip 
direction of the Red River formation in Bowman and Harding counties is iaoi-tlaeast, The 
rate of dip ranges from approximately 50 to 150 feethile (Figwe 2). 

Figure 2. Structure map of the Red River Formation over a portion of the Bowman 
Red River Play. 
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The Red River formation in Bowman and Harding counties is informally divided into two 
members, an upper and lower unit based on the occurrence and absence of economic 
quantities of hydrocarbons. The sequence of carbonate rock3 in the lower member 
(lowermost 250 feet) of the Red River formation were deposited in a relatively deep- 
water, open shelf, marine environment. Wells penetrating to the base of the Red River 
section have not encountered porosity in the lower member. In contrast, carbonate rocks 
in the upper member (uppermost 250 feet) of the Red River formation were deposited in 
a relatively shallow marine to evaporite sabkha setting. Carbonate rocks in this interval 
are more variable in lithology and rock texture, and intervals of porosity are commonly 
o b s erved . 

Oil production in Bowman and Harding counties occurs in the upper member of the Red 
River formation, In this interval, four zones of porosity are identified that may store 
commercial quantities of oil. In descending order, the €our zones of porosity are the A, B, 
C, and D (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Stratigraphic section of the Red River Formation. 

B Zone PorwiQ Member 

C Zone Parmrty Member 

D Zone Pnrmity Member 

Winnipeg Shale 

ale 
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The four zones of porosity represent at least three cycles of carbonate sedimentation. A 
cycle of Red River carbonate sedimentation consists of four depositional units thdt reflect 
variations in sedimentation and biological activity due to increases in the concentrations 
of water salinity and a postulated corresponding change in water depth (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Type log of the Upper Red River Formation. 

In ascending order, these units are ( I )  a permeable to impermeable, mottled, sometimes 
dolomitic (where permeable), bioturbated and fossiliferous wackestone, (2) a porous, 
nun-fossiliferous, laminated, fine-grained, dolomitic mudstone, (3) nodular (at the base) 
to laminated (near the top) anhydrite that is occasionally interbedded with dolomitic 
mudstone, (4) a thin argillaceous carbonate that often corresponds to a “hot” gamma-ray 
signature on open-hole logs. In addition, thin but relatively contiiiuous layers ( I  to 2 feet 
in thickness) of black, organic-rich packstone that contain relatively high concentrations 
of total organic carbon (TOC) are commonly observed in contact with extensively 
dolomitized mudstone in the D porosity zone, and possibly the C zone. These thin 
organic rich layers are also observed in other portions of the Williston Basin and are 
thought to represent periods of basin stagnation, severe restriction, and euxinic (low 
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oxygen) bottom conditions. In themally mature segments of the basin, these layers are 
considered a source of Red River oil. 

Oil entmpment in the Red River formation in Bowman and Harding counties generally 
occurs by complicated combinations of porosity pinchout, lateral variations in pore-throat 
size, low-relief structural closure, and fdult displacement. Traps dominated by structure 
typically exhibit structural closure in the range of 50 to 100 feet. Stratigraphically 
controlled traps are commonly associated with a structural flexure that exhibits very little 
spill-point closure. Good reservoir conditions with high oil saturation generally prevail on 
the basin-ward side (east-northeast) of the structural flexure while low permeable 
carbonates generally occupying the updip margin of the flexure. Porosity in the A and C 
zones exhibit very limited lateral extent and effective thickness, and is only marginally 
oil productive in the Bowman and Harding county area. Reservoir development in the B 
and D zones is significantly more widespread, thus, significant oil reserves have been 
found in these two zones. The €3 zone ranges in thickness from less than 5 feet to as much 
as 15 feet, and exhibits relatively widespread porosity development throughout the 
regional. Oil reserves in the B zone are cominonly trapped by a combination of structural 
and stratigraphic influences across a relatively widespread structural platform. Due to its 
continuity both in thickness and lateral extent, the Red River B zone has been a primary 
target during the drilling and completion of wells though open-hole horizontal laterals, 
In contrast, porosity in the D zone may range in thickness from 0 to more than 40 feet. In 
addition, D zone reservoirs are generally limited in their aerial extent. Most D zone 
reservoirs in Bowman and Harding counties range is size from less than 200 acres to 400 
acres. Due to abrupt changes in thickness and limitations an reservoir aerial extent, D 
zone reservoirs can be identified from amplitude changes in the Red River formation 
measured from 3D seismic data. 

Seismic Setting 

Seismic records from the Bowman Red River play are good to excellent. The seismic 
data used for ICs development are from six 3D surveys acquired with dynamite and 
recorded at 110-ft spacing. All surveys were processed with same parameters and by the 
same company. 

The reflector from Red River Formation occurs at approximately 1850 milliseconds 
where the Red River depth is about 9300 feet (Figure 5). On seismic records, the Upper 
Red River consists of peak-trough-peak-trough sequence that covers approximately 80 
milliseconds. Synthetic models and well-seismic correlation show that amplitude 
variation in OrrTl and OrrF2 in conjunction with interval time OrrTlz to Owiz are good 
predictors for Upper Red River reservoir development (Figure 6). 
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Figure 5. Seismic cross-section from the Bowman Red River Play. 

Figure 6. An example of a synthetic seismogram across the Upper Red River. 
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TOOLS and UTILITIES 

ICs Front Page 

All tools and utilities can be executed from a simple window that is presented after 
starting ICs. The first window that is presented after starting ICs is shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7. Front-page window ICs for access to all tools and utilities. 

Simply press the appropriate button to start the tool or utility. 

If ICs is run under the MATLAB shell, start MATLAB and type ICs at the command 
prompt followed by enter. The path to the directory which contains the ICs code needs to 
be permanently set in MATLAB. To do this, select File/Set Path fiom the main 
MATLAB window meiau. A dialog will open. Select the Add Folder button in this dialog. 
A second dialog opens from which you select the folder that contains the code. Select OK 
Erom the second dialog and Close from the first. The path will now appear iia the path list 
in the €irst dialog. 
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TOOLS and UTILITIES 

Seismic at Wells 

“Seismic at Wells” is a utility used to obtain values of 3D seismic parameters at specific 
well locations. Two comma-separated-variable (csv) files are required as input. One 
defines well locations with three data coluinns: x, y, and a numeric well identifier (such 
as MI). The second input file contains the 3D seismic data. It may have any number of 
columns, but the first two are assumed to be x and y. The output file columns are x, y? 
and well identifier, followed by columns 2.. .n from the input seismic data file. 

The output file will contain one row of data for each well location that falls within the 
coiivex hull of the seismic data points. An error message will be displayed if none of the 
well locations qualifies. The values for the parameters at each well location are obtained 
by averaging data from the three closest input data points. 

After the two input files are read, the map displays the seismic data points as gray dots, 
and the output wells as red dots. 

Shown in Figure 8 is an example file containing wells locations as viewed with 
spreadsheet software. 

Figure 8. An example ofa file with well locations. 

The well file contains only three columns. The first two are x-y coordinates. The third 
column is a well identifier. 
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Shown in Figure 9 is an example ofa  file containing seismic data as viewed with 
spreadsheet software. 

X 
1207727 

Figure 9. An example of a file that contains seismic data to be captured at well 
locations. 

Y ke-mmc-norm Krr-Mmc-norm Kgh-mmc-norm Mmc-Tlz-norm Tlz-Owi-norm 
148819 1.0107 1.001 0 1.0034 I .0079 I .022 I 

1206414 
1209040 
1206414 
1 206742 

148488 1 .OW7 0.9971 1.0022 1.0220 1.0042 
148488 1.01 03 1.0051 1.008 1 0.9945 1.0138 
148819 1.0097 0.9991 1.0041 I .0137 0.9985 
148488 I .0051 0.9953 1.0002 1 .a30 1 1.0191 

1207070 
1208055 
1210025 

149482 1.01 36 1.0037 1.0063 0.9984 0.9967 
148819 1.0099 1.0053 1.0081 0.9984 I .0208 
144847 1.0084 0.9980 0.9972 0.9897 1.0274 

I 12067421 1481571 1.00301 0.9943 I 0.99851 1.0341 I 1.0198l 

121 1338 
1207727 

There is no limit to the number of data columns in the seismic file. The first two columns 
are coordinates. Items such as line, trace and shot-point identifiers should be excluded 
from the file. 

1,0162 145840 I .OW1 0.9994 0.9973 
148488 1.0077 1.0013 1.0040 1.0061 1.0355 

0.9930 

Shown in Figure 10 is a screen capture of the work window for the “Seismic at Wells” 
utility. 

Figure 10. Work window for Seismic at Wells utility and navigation key. 
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Key to work window for “Seismic at Wells” utility. 

A. 
8. 
C. 

D. 
E. 
F. 

Load file containing well locations. 
Load file containing seismic data. 
Set maximum column of data to be included. No data after column 24 will be 
included in this example. 
Export a new file with well locations and extracted seismic infuimatiun. 
Locations of seismic traces. 
Locations of wells. 

After pressing “Qutput” button “D”, a file is created as shown in Figure 1 1. 

Figure 11. Example of output file from Seismic at Wells utility. 
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TOOLS and UTILITIES 

Land Grid and Wells 

ICS tools that include map displays feature a button labeled “GriWells.” This button 
implements a feature that allows user-supplied land grid and well spots to be overlaid on 
the map. This discussion provides a guide to help users build files that are needed by the 
“GridlWells” feature. If running ICs from MATLAB, the path to the directory which 
contains the ICs code needs to be permanently set in MATLAEL To do this, select 
File/Set Path from the main MATLAB window menu. A dialog will open. Select the Add 
Folder button in this dialog. A second dialog opens froin which you select the folder that 
contains the code. Select OK from the second dialog and Close from the first. The path 
will now appear in the path list in the first dialog. When the “GridiWells” button is 
selected, the software attempts to find, in the directory set as described above, three files 
with the names shown below. 

secs.txt 
twps Axt 
wells.txt 

These are ASCII files that contain, one per line, the full paths to one or more data files 
describing, respectively, section boundaries and labels, township boundaries and labels, 
and well locations. The section file@) are drawn first, in black, followed by the township 
files in blue and the well spots in black. 

The well location files are standard ICs .csv files having x and y coordinates in the first 
two data columns. The section and township data files are ASCII files that describe labels 
arid polyline boundaries. These files may contain any number of label aridor palyline 
boundary definitions. 

A label is defined by two lines of data: 

L, label 
x, y 

where label represents the label text, and x, y the coordinates of the center of the text. 

A polyline boundary is defined by n + 1 lines of data: 

... 
xn, yn 

where y1 gives the number of nodes in the polyline, defined by m, yp2. 
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For example, the following file fragment defines the label and boundary of township 2 1N 
3E. 

L, 21N 3E 
1171O26,5T.l15 
p, 5 
1187771,72418 
1187553,67169 
1182277,67388 
1 18246 1 , 72660 
1187771,72418 

Note that the coordinates used in these files, and the coordinates used in all ICs .csv files, 
are quadrant I Cartesian coordinates, not latitudeilongitude. 

Example files are provided under the directory \grid-wells\. 
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TOOLS and UTILITIES 

Overview of Clustering Tools 

There are three clustering tools in ICs. The Cluster I routine calculates two to four 
clusters (user-selected option) using all combinations of differences fioin the independent 
data columns. Examples of independent data for this case would be seismic time picks. 
Cluster 2 calculates two to four clusters on the independent data as imported. Examples 
of independent data for this case would be seismic amplitudes. Examples of dependent 
data for Cluster land Cluster 2 tools would be well or reservoir parameters. The Cluster 3 
tool computes from two to ten clusters of the independent data without relationships to 
any well data, These clusters could be viewed as natural or intrinsic clusters, 

The ICs cluster tools perform clustering using a method called fuzzy c-means clustering. 
This technique is described in 

Bezdek, J. C., Puttern Recognition with Fuzzy Objective Function Algorithms, 
Plenum Press, New York, 198 1. 

The implementation is provided by the “fcm” command of the MATLAB Fuzzy Logic 
Toolbox. A full description of MATLAB products and documentation can be found at 
the MATLAE3 web site, http://www.rnathworIcs.com. 

The great utility of the clustering tool is to import a potentially large number of 
independent data (such as seismic amplitude) and quickly assess which are most related 
to the dependent data (such as porosity-thickness). The tool then can produce a cluster- 
pattern map of those most-related independent data or any user selected data contained in 
the imported file (correlation and ranking is provided as output). The clustering tool is 
very robust as it works well in cases where the dependent data (well control) population 
is small. In addition to producing a cluster map, an output file can be generated that 
contains grid location (x? y), cluster rank and cluster mean-value from the dependent data. 
This file can be imported far use in other ICs tools or external mapping software. 
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Cluster 1 Tool 

The Cluster 1 Tool produces clusters using differences of the independent data colurnns 
(intervals). Organize the data for clustering with Cluster 1 in a spreadsheet as shown in 
Figure 12. The first two columns are reserved for coordinates. In this example we have 
used a state-plane system. The second column is a numeric identifier for wells or seismic 
traces. The cells in coluinn 3 can be blank, but some identifier is required if the user 
wishes to track cluster output by well or seismic trace. Columns four and five are 
reserved for well information (dependent data). In this example we have chosen depths at 
two geological horizons. Other common examples of dependent data for columns 4 and 5 
would be 1)  phi-h and h,2) plii-h and shale volume, 3) phi-h and kh9 and 4) net 11 aiid 
gross h. If only one dependent value is desired, duplicate the data in columns 4 and 5. It 
is desirable to have six or more dependent data (wells) for good results. The subsequent 
colums are independent data. In this example, the independent data are seismic time at 
selected geologic horizons. Each cell for independent data must be filled. There is no 
limit to the number of independent data columns, but a practical limit for independent 
data colwnns is seven, as this will produce 21 intervals for clustering 

Figure 12. An example of a file used by the Cluster 1 Tool. 
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Export the spreadsheet as a comma-separated-variable (csv) file as shown. All files 
imported into ICs routines must be in comma-separated-variable (csv) format. An 
example of a comma-separated-variable file is shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 13. An example of comma-separated-variable file as viewed with a text editor. 

x ,y ,Wel l ,Orr  D e p t h , B  Zn D e p t h , K e - t i m e , K g h - t i m e , ~ ~ - t i m e , M k - t i m e , ~ ~ - t i ~ e , D t f - t i m e , ~ r ~ - t i m e ,  
1254737,158~~3,1,-6500,-6543,712,1053,1l72,1612,167O, 1775,1873 
1258348,159293,2, -6454,-6499,71I,lO56,117O, 1594,1658,1764,1863 

8iin,3,-64~1,-6443,711,1n5 
3314,4,-6404,-6447,711, 105 , 1594,1658,1762,1856,1908 

1258315, 158463,5,-6405,-6448J711r IO5 ,1594,1657,1761,1856,1909 
12587O2,153574 ,6 , -6413 , -6456 ,713 ,105  , 1593,1653,1762,1857,191O 
125FJ280,1587O4,7, -6437,-6480J715,1057, 1171,15~5,1660,1764,1862,1~15 
1259006,1573?1,8, -6433,-6475,713,1O54,1171,1599,166O, 1767,1861,1917 
1257814,154290,9, -6496,-6537,712,1054,1169,1601,1664,1771,1874,1928 
1253380,156077,10,-6435,-6525,710~1051~1169~1600~1663~176~,1365,1923 
1253711,156637,11, -6490,-6530,712,1052,1167,15~8,1663,176~, 1868,1925 
1253676,157227,12, -6439,-6529,714, lO52,1168,16O5, 1665,1771,1869, 1925 
1253674,157422,13, -6493,-6533,714,1051,1168,1607,1666,1771,1868,1925 

4, -6494,-6534,714,1051, 1168,16~7,1666,1~71,1363,19~5 
5,-6489,-6529,714,1055~1176,1603,1668,1775,1370,1927 
6,-6494,-6534,714,1056~1176,1609,166~,1776,1870,192~ 

1253572,158894,17, -6503,-6541,714,1057,1174, 1610, 1670,1776,1871,1930 
1253603,1538O1, 18, -65O3,-6541,714,1~57,1174,1610,167~, 1776,1371,1929 

9,-6505,-6543,716 
0,-6516,-6554,720 
1, -6472 -6514,711 
~,-6455,-64~4,711,1~55~1169,16~~,1663,177~,186~, 1921 
3,-6436,-6476,716,1O55,1172,1600,1661,1767,1867,1919 
4,-6434,-6474,716,1055~1172,1600,1661,1768,1~67,192O 

1256930,151043,25,-6438~-647~,716,1055,1172~1601,1661,1769~1~6~ 
1~56383,15O683,~6,-6444,-6484~713,1~56,117~,16~~,1663,177~,137~ 
1256883,150564,27, -6448~-6488,717,1056,1172~1601,1664,1771~1871 
1256817,150039,2S,-64~3,-6503~717,1059,1175,1605,1 
1256797,149908,29,-6467,- 7,716,1059,1176,1605,l 
1256747 149687,30,-6473,- 

149474,31,-6477,- 
1256614,149113,32,-6433,-652 
1251925,1488O5,, , ~ 722,1064,l 
1251925,149132,, , ,724,1064,1174,1596,1666,1775,1831,193~ 
1251925,14945g,, , .723,1O64,1175,1598,1667, 1776,1831,1931 
125 49785,, , ,726,1059, 
125  50112,, , ,727,1059, 
125 50439,, , , 719,1059, 
1251925,150765,,, .717,1059,1178,1604,167ZJ1776Jl~81r1333 
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After execution of the command or button to call the Cluster 1 tool, a work window is 
presented as shown in Figure 14. 

Figure 14. An example of the first work window and navigation key for Cluster 1 

Key to first work window for Cluster 1. 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

I. 
J. 

Button for importing data file. 
Input box to change number of clusters fi-om 2 to 4. 
Button to create all clusters. 
Button to write report for all clusters, (optional). 
Default buttons for selecting most significant cluster groups. “By Max” selects the 
top 4 clusters with the maximum spread. “By Corr” selects the top 4 by 
correlation coefficient. 
Text window displays top 4 ranking of independent data according to which 
default cluster button (E) was pressed. 
A graphical display of cluster means for dependent data column 4. The number of 
possible clusters is N*(N- 1)/2. 
Colored tabs correspond to the default selections that result from ‘‘ By Max” or 
“By Corr.” These selections can be modified by a left-mouse click. 
A graphical display of cluster means for dependent data column 5. 
Colored tabs correspond to the defdult selections. These selections can be 
modified by a left-mouse click. 
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K. Button to make final clusters from selected tabs (H and J>. 

Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 

Step 5. 
Step 6. 
Step 7. 

Load input file by pressing button “A.” 
Set number of clusters (2-4) in input box ‘73.” 
Press button “C” tu create all possible clusters. 
Create an output file that describes all clusters by pressing button “D”, 
optional. View example output file “duster l_example_repo~-all.dat” 
with a text editor. 
Select cluster method for ranking by pressing button “E.” 
If desired, edit default cluster selections by clicking tabs “H” or “J.” 
Press button “‘K” and create clusters from selected data. 

AAer pressing button ”K’ (cluster selections) the work window changes and displays the 
clusters by their mean value as shown in Figure 15. 

Figure 15. Second work window and navigation key for Cluster 1. 

L 

M 

Key to second work window for Cluster 1. 

L. 

M. 

A graphical display of clusters €or dependent data from column 4. An evenly 
spaced separation of clusters is desirable, 
A graphical display of clusters €or dependent data from column 5. 
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N. 
0. 

Button to write a report that describes the final cluster groups, optional. 
Button to create map of cluster groups. 

step a. Create an output file that describes all clusters by pressing button “N”, 
optional. View example output file “cluster 1-report 1-dump.dat” with a 
text editor. 
Create map and go to next work window by pressing button “‘0,” Step 9. 

After pressing button ”0” (map) the work window changes and displays an empty map 
window as shown in Figure 16. 

Figure 16. An example of the third work window and navigation key for Cluster 1. 

Kev to third work window for Cluster 1. - J  

P. 

Q. 

R. 
S. 
T. 
U. 
V. 
w. 

Button will display the points at each data location. Each location will be colored 
according to cluster assignment. 
Button will display a plot of the dependent data and colored coded to match the 
cluster assignment. 
Button will begin grid operations for the final cluster map. 
Button will produce final cluster map. 
Window displays miiiimum correlation for painting final cluster map. 
Button will produce an output file. 
Button will overlay land grid, if special file is available 
Map is displayed in this area. 
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X .  Color code for cluster assignments is shown in this area. Ranking is based on 
dependent data in column 4. 

Step 10. 
Step 11. 
Step 11. 
Step 12. 
Step 13. 

Step 14. 
Step 15. 
Step 16. 

Press button “P” to display the points at each data location, optional. 
Press button “Q” to display a plot of the dependent data, optional 
Press button “R” tu begin grid operations fur the final cluster map. 
Press button “’s” to display cluster map. 
Chdnge correlation coefficient in box “T”, optional. If desired, change 
value to 0.1 to remove white areas (low correlation areas). 
Press button “S”  again to display the map after changes in box “T.” 
Press button “V” to overlay land grid, optional 
Press button “U” to create an output file with cluster assignment, rank, 
cluster value 1 and cluster value 2. View output file 
“clusterl-rarik-dump.csv” with a text editor. 

After pressing button ‘Q”, the work window changes to display the dependent data and 
cluster means as shown in Figure 17. 

Figure 17. A plot of dependent data and cluster means from third work window for 
Cluster 1. 

Key to third work window €or Cluster 1. 

Y. A plot of the dependent data from columns 4 and 5 is displayed with cluster 
means after pressing “Params” button “Q.” 
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Cluster 2 Tool 

The Cluster 2 routine works the same as Cluster 1 except that the independent data are 
used as imported. That is, differences or intervals are not computed. The same file can be 
used for both Cluster 1 and Cluster 2. When the Cluster 2 routine is called Corn a 
command line or button a work window is displayed. This work window functions the 
same as for Cluster 1 and is shown in Figure 19, 

Figure 19. An example of the first work window for Cluster 2. 

The number of possible clusters equals the number of independent data columns after 
column 5. 
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An example ofa cluster map from the Cluster 2 Tool, where the number of clusters is 2, 
is shown in Figure 20. 

Figure 20. A cluster map from Cluster 2 after selecting only two clusters. 
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An example ofa cluster map from the Cluster 2 Tool, where the number of clusters is 4, 
is shown in Figure 2 1. 

Figure 2 1 A cluster map from Cluster 2 after selecting four clusters. 
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Cluster 3 Tool 

The Cluster 3 routine is similar to Cluster 1 and 2. The routine uses a different file 
format. This format is the same as described previously for Cluster I and 2 except there 
are no columns for dependent data (wells). Cluster 3 produces intrinsic or natural clusters 
of the independent data. It is especially useful where there is limited control. Cluster 3 
should also be used for comparison with results from either Cluster 1 or 2. 

An example ofa  data file to be processed by the Cluster 3 Tool is shown in Figure 22. 

Figure 22. An example of a data file for Cluster 3. 

455 
457 9 .I^ 

454 
458 892 
463 893 
457 892 
" r l  n,.., 

The independent data in this file are seismic time and intervals. 
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When the Cluster 3 routine is called from a command line or button, a work window is 
displayed. This work window is shown in Figure 23. 

Figure 23. The work window for Cluster 3 and navigation key. 

Key to work window for Cluster 3. 

A. 
B. 
c. 
a. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 

Button is pressed to read data file. 
Set number of cluster, from 2 to 10. 
Create clusters. 
Create the cluster map. 
Export a report file (optional). 
Overlay land grid (optional). 
Cluster map is displayed in the work area. 
Color codes for the cluster groups are displayed 
arbitrary . 

The colors and order are 

Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 

Import data file, button “A”. 
Set the number of clusters, input box “B.” 
Create clusters, button “C”. 
Press the “Map” button D after setting correlation coefficient in the 
window box. Setting the coefficient to 0.1 will remove all white areas. 
White areas represent correlation less than specified in window box. 
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Step 5.  

Step 6. 

Overlay the land grid by pressing button “F.” A land grid and well spots 
can be overlain on the map if a special land grid file is available. 
Export a report, button “E”, with cluster assignments at x-y locations in a 
120 by 120 grid. 

The cluster-tool demonstrations in this section used seismic-time data from a 3D survey 
in Bowman Co., ND. Files containing these data are located under the directory 
\tools-cluster\cluster-data\. These files can be imported into a spreadsheet for viewing 
and used with the appropriate cluster tool. The cluster results from these files demonstrate 
one use of clustering, evaluation of reservoir sti-ttcture and growth history. Output and 
report files from the cluster tool examples can be found under the directory 
\tools-cluster\clus ter-output\. 
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TOOLS and UTILITIES 

X 
1207727 
1206414 

Entrapment Tool 

Y Not Used avg depth 
14881 9 0 -6505 
148488 0 -6493 

A reservoir-entrapment tool evaluates components of structure and rock quality for 
entrdpment potential. The tool can produce several map views of the imported data and a 
map of entrapment potential in pressure units. The entrapment tool uses a depth file from 
seismic time conversion or grid output from a mapping package, possibly using only well 
control. A second source of data is imported that is related tu rock quality UT stratigraphic 
information. The source of this file is output from Cluster 1 or Cluster 2 tools. An output 
file can be created from the Entrapment tool for use in other ICs routines. 

1206742 
1207070 
12073% 

The entrapment routine uses two files. The first file contains sub-sea depth information. 
The format uses the first two columns as x-y coordinates. The third column is ignored, so 
could be padded with any numeric value. The fourth column contains the depth data. 
Several ICs tools can generate the depth information, if using seisniic data, or the €ile can 
be generated externally. The second input file is a rank file produced by the ICs Cluster 1 
or Cluster 2 routines. The rank €ile is intended to represent a range of reservoir quality. A 
rank of 1 is best while a rank of 4 is poor. 

1481 57 0 -6492 
1481 57 0 -6493 
1488 1 9 0 -6507 

An example of a depth file as used by the Entrapment Tool is shown in Figure 24. 

Figure 24. An example of a depth file for the Entrapment routine. 

1206742 
1207070 
12073% 

1481 57 0 -6492 
1481 57 0 -6493 
1488 1 9 0 -6507 

-651 3 

-6504 
-6490 
-6487 
-6501 
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An example of a rank file as used by the Entrapment Tool is shown in Figure 25. 

X 
1205O3O 

Figure 25. 

Y cluster rank mean 1 mean2 
140303 0 0 NaN NaN 

An example of a rank file for the Entrapment routine. 

1205742 
1205742 
1205979 

153787 1 4 220.9 0.652 
I 53644 2 1 229.4 4.683 
150058 3 3 226.0 5.729 

I 12057421 1535011 01 01 NaN I NaN I 

I 12059791 1503451 41 21 228.3 I 5.8301 

Afler starting the entrapment routine, a work window is presented as shown in Figure 26 

Figure 26. An example ofthe first work window for the Entrapment Tool with 
navigation key. 
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Key for the first work window of the Entrapment routine. 

A. 
8. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 

Import depth and rank files. 
Display depth file in map view. 
Display rank file in map view. 
Display computed reservoir pressure based on parameter settings. 
Azimuth of pressure trend. 
Angle of pressure trend. 
Display computed residual pressure from trend surface. 
Open a second window for pressure and capillary parameters. 
Export a file for the current map, 
Overlay land grid and well locations from a special file. 
Invert color-bar scheme. 

Step 1. 
Step 2. 

Import files by pressing button “A.” 
Press the “Paranis” button “H” after importing data the files. 

After pressing the “Paranis” button “H’, a new window is presented as shown in Figure 
27. 

Figure 27. An example of the parameter window from the Entrapment Tool with 
navigation key. 
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Key to the parameters window from the Entrapment Tool. 

M. 
N. 
0. 
P. 

R. 
S. 
T. 

Q. 

Reservoir pressure in PSI units 
Water density, g d c c .  
Leave “Hydro Factor” set at 1. 
Table for capillary pressures. 
Factor applied to capillary pressure table. 
Datum for reservoir pressure in feet. 
Apply new parameters. 
Revert to default settings. 

Step 3. 

Step 4. 

Change parameters in boxes as appropriate for the reservoir. In general 
use, the capillaiy pressure table will be unchanged. Adjusting the capillaiy 
factor “Q” will provide nieans to adjust rock-quality or stratigraphic 
effects on entrapment. 
Press “Apply” button “S.” 

AAer completing and applying changes from the parameter window, return to the main 
work window. 
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Step 5.  Press the “Depth” button “B”, and display the map file in map view as 
shown in Figure 28. 

Figure 28. An example display of the depth file from the Entrapment Tool. 

The depth file can be displayed at any time after the depth and rank files are imported. 
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Step 6. Press the “Rank” button “C”, and display the rank file in map view as 
shown in Figwe 29. 

Figure 29. An example of the rank file from the Entrapment Tool. 

The rank file map can be made at any time a€ter the depth and rank files are imported. A 
rank file should describe reservoir quality. The rank file is created with the Cluster 1 tool 
or Cluster 2 tool. A rank of I is considered good. A rank of 2 is considered somewhat 
good. A rank of 3 is considered somewhat poor. A rank of 4 is considered poor. 
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Step 7. Press the “Pressure” button “D”, and display the computed reservoir 
pressure based on the parameter settings as shown In Figure 30. 

Figure 30. An example of calculated pressure from the Entrapment Tool. 

The pressure map should be displayed after setting the values in the parameters window. 
Afler a display of the pressure map, the computed azimuth and angle of the pressure- 
trend surface are shown in boxes “E” and F.” 
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Step 8. 

Figure 3 1 

Press the “Residual Pressure” button “G”, and display the computed 
reservoir pressure based on the parameter settings as shown in Figure 3 1 .  

An example of residual pressure from the Entrapment Tool. 

The residual pressure map is the entrapment potential map. It is a combination of 
structural and capillary entrapment. A more negative value will indicate a greater 
entrapment potential. A pressure of zero would imply an oil-water contact. 

Step 9. Changing the azimuth and angle of the pressure-trend surface will tilt the 
entrapment map. Setting the capillary fdctor to 0 in the parameters window 
and recomputing the pressure map will allow a display of entrapment 
based only on structure. Changing the azimuth and angle of the pressure- 
trend surface will facilitate study of possible hydrodynamic effects. 

Practice files fur the Entrapment Tool are located under the directory 
\tools-entr ap\input-files\. 
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TOOLS and UTILITIES 

Multiple-linear Regression 

The Multiple-Linear-Regression Tool can produce maps from classical correlation 
techniques of a linear best-fit equation using multiple independent data. At this time, the 
routine requires that the regression parameters and coefficients be obtained from some 
external statistics software. Microsoft Excel and other spreadsheet software provide 
regression analysis tools. If using Microsoft Excel, go to tools\ data analysis\ regression 
Erom the tool bar. The Multiple-Linear-Regression Tool can also be used to simply 
display a map view of data when a coefficient of one is applied to a single data column. 
Applications of this tool include comparison of results from clustering and neural tools 
and visual quality check of data. An output file can be created that may be imported into 
other ICS tools or other mapping software. 

An example of an input file for use with the Multiple-Linear-Regression Tool is shown in 
Figure 32. 

Figure 32. An example input file for the Multiple-Linear-Regression Tool. 

The first two colunins are reserved for x-y coordinates. The remaining columns are 
independent data. The first row is reserved for labels. Every cell must be filled 
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After calling the Multiple-Linear-regression Tool, a work window is presented as shown 
in Figure 33. 

Figure 33 Work window for the Multiple-Linear-Kegression Tool and navigation 
key. 

Key to work window for the MLR tool. 

A. Import the data file. 
B. 

C. 
D. 

Opens a second window for setting of regression coefficients to selected data 
columns. 
Export an output file from the computed map. 
Overlay a land grid with well locations. 

Step 1. 
Step 2. 

Import data by pressing button”A.” 
Press button “By’ and open the second window. 
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The second work window for the MLR tool is shown in Figure 34. 

Figure 34. Second work window for the Multiple-Linear-Regression Tool. 

Step 3. 

Step 4. 
Step 5. 

Enter regression coefficients for the appropriate data columiis. Regression 
coefficients will come from a separate utility or statistics software. Close 
the second window and a map will be generated. 
Press button “D” to overlay a land grid and well locations. 
Press button “Cc” to write an output file from the map. The output will be 
for a grid size of 120 by 120 nodes. 

Regression coefficients and constant are entered with the window boxes. Scroll through 
the data columns to select the appropriate independent data €or each coefficient. A 
constant of 1 and coefficient of 1 will display the data column unaltered (other column 
coefficients set to 0). These parameters will produce a prediction of Red River depth for 
the “mlr-data-set0 1 .csv” file found under the directory \tools-mlr\mlr-data\. 
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TOOLS and UTILITIES 

Overview of Neural Solvers 

There are two versions of the neural solver. One version is useful for training from 
external data sources (other 3D surveys). The other version can use multiple independent 
data files but trains only froin dependent data (well control) within the common area of 
the independent data. An output map is created. Optionally, an output fife can be created 
that can be imported into other ICs tools or external mapping software. 

At the present time, the architecture of the neural-solver routines is fairly simple. It is 
planned to test more complicated architectures in budget period 2 and assess whether 
they can provide better training and predictions. We will also attempt to determine what 
size training population would justify more complicated architectwe. 

Neural Solver 1 

The purpose of this program is to predict a parameter, that is nieasured at a limited 
number of locations, over some x-y region by using an artificial neural network (ANN) to 
relate it to a set of 3D seismic attributes which are known at regular grid locations over 
the region. The ANN used in this program is a simple linear classifier (ADALINE) 
having one output. The number of inputs is determined by the principal-component 
analysis (PCA) output matrix. A list box allows the user to choose one of three training 
techniques: “trainwb” and “trainlm” use variations of Levenberg-Marquardt optimization, 
“‘trainscg” is a scaled conjugate gradient method. See the MATLAB “Neural Network 
Toolbox User’s Guide” for details. A full description of MATLAB products and 
documentation can be found at the MATLAB web site, http://\Yww.mathworks.com. 

Datu 

There are advantages for using Neural Solver 1. A common problem for evaluating a 3D 
survey with any ANN is a limited well population for control. There are no hard rules, 
but it is generally recommended to have at least twice the number of well control as the 
number of independent seismic attributes. The training fife for Neural Solver 1 can be 
constructed from control at other 3D surveys. In this manner, a larger training population 
can be utilized. Caution must be exercised that the seismic data are normalized if this 
is attempted. For example, when using amplitudes, the gain must be the same. 
Acquisition and processing parameters should also be the same. 

A disadvantage to Neural Solver 1 is that the independent seismic attributes must be 
captured at the well locations in order to construct the training file. This can be done 
manually as the seismic survey is worked with seismic interpretation software or can be 
done by interpolation with the utility “Seisniic at Wells.” 

Neural solver 1 requires two files. One file is the training file that contains the dependent 
data (well data). A training file is shown in Figure 35. The first two columns contain the 
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coordinates. The third column contains a numeric well or location label. Columns 4 and 5 
contain the dependent well data. In this example, formdtion depths are used. The 
independent data (seismic time) begin in column 6. Independent data columns must be 
less than dependent data rows. 

Figure 3 5 An example of a training file for Neural Solver 1 as viewed with 
spreadshe et software. 

The second file contains the data to be mapped. This map file is similar to the objective 
file except for the omission of the well label and well dependent data colunins (columns 3 
through 5 in Figure 35). An example of a map file €or neural solver 1 is shown in Figure 
36. The independent data columns are in the same order as in the training file. 

Figure 36. An example of a map file for Neural Solver 1 as viewed with spreadsheet 
software. 

The second file contains the data to be mapped. This map file is similar to the objective 
file. The independent seismic data items must be in the same order. 
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After calling the Neural Solver 1 routine, a work window is presented as shown in Figure 
37. 

Figure 37. Work window for Neural Solver 1 and navigation key. 

Key to the work window for Neural Solver 1. 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
M. 

Load training data set. 
Perform principal camponent analysis on training data set. 
Set column for last well parameter before independent data columns. 
Select objective column from training data set. 
Select training function. 
Train with all or half the training data. 
Make correlation graph of training data set. 
Make a map from training results by selecting file of independent data. 
Overlay land grid and well locations. 
Export a file from the prediction map. 
Write a report of the PCA matrix and ANN weights. 
Map display area. 
Color bar and scale of map values. 
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Step 1. 
Step 2. 

Step 3. 
Step 4. 

Import the training file by pressing “Train Set” button A. 
Press “PCA” button €3. A list of dependent data columns will be presented 
in the window. Select which data column is to be used for training. 
Select one of three training functions from window C. 
Select “Train Half?’ or “Train All.” Acceptable training results would be 
indicated by similar convergence with both methods. 

An example of successful training is shown in Figure 38. 

Figure 38. An example of successful training performance with Neural Solver 1 
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Step 5.  Press “Test” button to display the correlation plot. 

An example ofplot displayed after pressing the “Test” button “G” is shown in Figure 39. 

Figure 39. Display of training correlation between results and dependent data from 
Neural Salver 1. 

Although the training performance did not achieve the goal of 0.1, a reasonable 
correlation has been achieved if the “R” coi-relation coefficient is satisfactory. 

Step 6. Press “Map” button to apply training and create a map €rom the 
independent data. The map will be displayed as in Figure 37. 
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If training is unsuccessful, the training performance graph will be similar to that shown in 
Figure 40. 

Figure 40. An example of unsuccessful training performance with Neural Solver 1. 

In some circumstances, training will not converge as shown in Figure 40. Try selecting a 
different training function in window box “E.” If convergence cannot be achieved with 
any of the 3 training fimctions, the training population may be too small or there is 
insufficient relationship between the dependent and independent data. 
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Step 7. 

An example of a PCA report is shown in Figure 41. 

Figure 41. 

Export a PCA report by pressing “Report” button “K”, optional. 

An example of a PCA report from Neural Solver 1 .  

Training file: D:‘l-0l-overview‘l tools-ann! input-f ilesl‘lann_predict_depth-tr~in.csv 
Training Columns: 

1: Ke time 
2: Kgh time 
3 :  mo-time 
4: Mk-time 
5: Wc-time 
6: Dtf time 
7: Orr-time 
3: Ke-kgh 
9: Ke-Kmo 
I O :  K e - M k  
11: Ke-bc  
1 2 :  K e - D t f  
13: K e - O r r  

PCA matrix (dot each column with training column to get PC data vector): 
1: 0.17 0.56 0.14 -0.16 
2 :  0.20 0.43 -0.32 0.17 
3: 0.22 0.32 -0.36 -0.40 
4: 0.35 -0.04 0.13 -0.21 
5 :  0.36 0.00 0.10 -0.13 

7: 0.32 0.19 0.11 0.37 
8: 0.07 -0.10 -0.60 0.43 
9: 0.07 -0.23 -0.53 -0.30 
10: 0.31 -0.31 0.09 -0.16 
11: 0.30 -0.36 0.02 -0.04 
1 2 :  0.33 -0.26 0.01 0.01 
13: 0.31 -0.03 0.07 0.53 

6 :  0 . 3 6  0 . 0 7  0.03 - 0 . 0 8  

ANN Weights: 
-10.104543 5.873466 -6.614024 -3.237220 

There are three sections to the report. 

List of the data columns fi-oin the input files which are used as input to the ANN. 

The transformation matrix obtained fiom PCA. If there are n data columns listed 
in the previous section, and PCA has reduced these to m coluims, then this is an n 
by m matrix. Each row of input data is multiplied by this matrix to reduce it from 
n to m elements. 

The weights used by the ANN. The ANN output is the dot product of these 
weights with the PCA-reduced input data. 
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Step 8. Export an output file that contains the map information by pressing 
“Output” button “J.” 

1252636 
1252558 

The output file contains the map information in a grid with 120 by 120 nodes. An 
example of an output file is shown in Figure 42. 

161973 -6562 
161973 -6562 

Figure 42. An example of a map output file from Neural Solver I. 

1252714 
1252636 

Ix I v  I value I 

161860 -6560 
161 748 -6560 

I 12526361 161860I -65631 

1252636 
1252558 
1252636 
1252480 
1252714 
1252480 

I 12525581 1618601 -65621 

162085 -6559 
1621 98 -6559 
1621 98 -6559 
1621 98 -6559 
161973 -6559 
161 860 -6559 

I 12527141 1617481 -65611 

I 12525581 1620851 -65601 

Practice files for the Neural Solver 1 Tool are located under the directory 
\tools-aiiii\input__files 1 \. Output files relating to the figures shown in this section are 
located under the directory \tools-ann\output 1\. 
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TOOLS and UTILITIES 

Neural Solver 2 

The Neural Solver 2 routine is used to predict a parameter, that is measured at a limited 
number of locations over some x-y region, by using an ANN to relate it to a set of 
attributes which are h o r n  at regular grid locations. 

In normal use, the predicted parameter is some measure of well “‘goodness”, such as 
initial production, and the attributes are the outputs from one or more other ICs 
programs. All input data files are assumed to be comma-separated-variable files, with 
coordinates assigned in the first two columns. The first row is reserved for column labels. 
There are 110 other assumptions about the content of the files. The user specifies training 
data by selecting them from list boxes. An over lap of the data files is computed. Grid 
operations are then applied to the data within the coinrnon area. 

The ANN used in this program is a simple linear classifier (ADALINE) having one 
output. The number of inputs is by user-selection of data colwnns. The input data are 
normalized, but no PCA is done. The MATLAB default training function is used. 

Data 

Neural solver 2 can import multiple files containing independent data. The Neural Solver 
2 routine is intended to import the output from other ICs tools that have been used to 
predict reservoir parameters such as porosity-thickness, growth-history and entrapment 
pressure. Data columns within each file can be selected as desired by the user. One file 
contains locations and well data. The file that contains well data is the “objective” file. 
Objectives that are contained in this file will represent reservoir “goodness.” Quantities 
from production history such as initial 24-month production, oil-cut and estimated 
ultimate recovery are examples of “goodness.” When the Neural Solver 2 routine is 
utilized with these types of data, the output will be a “Z” map that has been objectively 
weighted and ranked according to the data selected from the objective file. An example 
of using the Neural Solver 2 Tool in this manner is presented in the tutorial section. 

There are some advantages for using Neural Solver 2. Separate files of independent data 
can be imported. These files are located in a common directory reseived for the study. 
The coordinates of the independent data files need not match, but there must be some 
coinmon area. There is no need to capture the independent data at the location of the 
dependent data (wells). Interpolating the independent data at well locations is done by the 
pro gram. 

There are also some disadvantages for using Neural Solver 2. If the dependent data 
(wells) population is small, successful training may not be possible. Although there are 
no hard rules, the dependent data population should be more than twice the number of 
independent itenis (3 independent items with 6 wells). Another disadvantage is that there 
is only one option €or training. 
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An example ofa  training objective file for neural solver 2 is shown in Figure 43. The first 
row is reserved for labels. The first two columns contain x-y coordindtes. The third 
column contains a numeric well label. The dependent data are in the following columns. 
There is no limit to the number of dependent data columns. The objective file shown in 
Figure 43 contains sub-sea depths to the Red River Formation and Red River B zone 
reservoir at measured locations in a 3D seismic survey. In this case, the Neural Solver 2 
routine is not used tu created a “Z” map of reservoir “goodness.” The example files that 
follow demonstrate, using depth as the objective, the procedure for working with the 
Neural Solver 2 Tool. 

X 
1254737 

Figure 43. An example of an objective training file for Neural Solver 2 as viewed 
with spreadsheet software. 

Y Well Orr Depth B Zn Depth 
158993 1 -6500 -6543 

1257953 
12581 16 

I 12583481 1592931 21 -6454 I -6499 I 
1581 10 3 -6401 -6443 
158314 4 -6404 -6447 

1258702 
1259280 
1259006 

I 12583151 1584631 51 -6405 I -6448 I 
158574 6 -641 3 -6456 
158704 7 -643’7 -6480 
157371 8 -6433 -6475 

1253880 
12537 1 1 

I 12578141 1542901 91 -6496 I -6537 I 
156077 10 -6485 -6525 
I 56637 11 -6490 -6530 

1253674 
1253675 
1253662 

I 12536761 1572271 121 -6489 I -6529 I 
157422 13 -6493 -6533 
157457 14 -6494 -6534 
158426 15 -6489 -6529 

1253645 
1253572 
1253603 
1253502 

15861 6 16 -6494 -6534 
158894 17 -6503 -654 1 
158801 18 -6503 -654 1 
159032 I 9  -6505 -6543 

1253050 
1254615 
1255263 
1257096 
1256972 
1256930 
1256883 

159452 20 -651 6 -6554 
155311 21 -64?2 -65t4 
151907 22 -6455 -6494 
151 448 23 -6436 -6476 
151 226 24 -6434 -6474 
151043 25 -6438 -6478 
150688 26 -6444 -6484 

1256883 
12568 I 7 
1256797 
1256747 

Shown in Figure 44, is an example of seismic times at important geologic horizons that 
have been exported from seismic interpretation software. 

150564 27 -6448 -6488 
I 50039 28 -6463 -6503 
149908 29 -6467 -6507 
149687 30 -6473 -651 3 
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1256699 
1256614 

149474 31 -6477 -651 7 
149113 32 -6483 -6523 



Figure 44. An example of an input file for Neural Solver 2 that contains independent 
data as viewed with spreadsheet software. 

71 7 1053 1168 1 ouo 1665 1774 1876 
1251925 155339 717 1053 1168 1600 1665 1 774 1876 

f54685 
___ 

159! 

155012 
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An example of an exported file that contains seismic intewal-times is shown in Figure 
45. This file is created by seismic interpretation software. 

Figure 45. An example of a second input file for Neural Solver 2 that contains 
different independent data as viewed with spreadsheet software. 
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Upon execution of the command to start the Neural Solver 2 routine, a work window is 
presented as shown n Figure 46. 

Figure 4 6  An example of the work window for Neural Solver 2 and navigation key. 

Key to the work window for Neural Solver 2. 

A. 
s. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
€3. 
I. 
J. 
K. 

Select input files 
List box displays files and data columns. 
Select objective file for training. 
List box displays the data columns contained in the objective file. 
Prepare data after making selections fi-om input files. 
Train with highlighted objective iteni. 
Special training and validation feature. 
Training is applied and a map generated. 
Land grid and well locations are overlain on map. 
Map area. 
Color bar and scale. 
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Step 1 Load input files by pressing “Input Files” button”A.” These files should 
exist in a separate work directory. All files with a csv extension will be 
read from the work directory. 
Select independent data to be processed from the list box ‘73.” Use a 
control left-click to toggle the selections. Do not select the file name or 
coordinates. The file name is shown with capital letters. 

Step 2. 

After the input files have been read and data columns selected, the work window for 
Neural Solver 2 will be similar to that shown in Figure 47. 

Figure 47. The work window for Neural Solver 2 is shown after selecting directory 
with the input (independent data) files. 
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Step 3. 

Step 4. 

Press “Objective File” button “C.” This file should exist in a separate 
work directory that is different from the work directory for the input files. 
Press “Data Prepare’’ button “E.” All selected data will be loaded. 
Intersecting area of the input files will be computed. The independent data 
(input files) will be interpolated and placed in a work matrix. Interpolated 
values for independent data will be captured at the well locations found in 
the objective file. 

After the objective file is read and data column selected, the work window for Neural 
Solver 2 will be similar to that shown in Figure 48. 

Figure 48. The work window for Neural Solver 2 is shown after selecting objective 
(dependent data) file. 

Step 5. 
Step 6. 

Select training objective from list box “D.” 
Press “Train” button “F.” 
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After pressing the “Train” button “F”, a training performance graph is displayed as 
shown in Figure 49. The graph shown does not indicate convergence. The training has 
failed. If convergence does not occur, experiment with the input file selections from list 
box “B.” Press “Data Prep” button again after new selections are made. 

Figure 49. An example of unsuccessful training from Neural Solver 2 
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Figure 50 shows that convergence occurred after &-selection of “ke-mk” and “ke-mmc” 
from the independent data. It may be instructive to separately train with each independent 
data column and observe the training performance. In a final run, select only those 
independent data that produced the best performance. 

Figure 50. An example of successful training froin Neural Solver 2. 

Step 7. 

Step 8. 

Press “Run” button “H’ to create a map of the training results applied to 
the independent data. 

Press “GridlWells” button “I” to over lay the land grid and well locations. 
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Step 9. 

WELL 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Press the “Auto” button “‘G”, optional. 

(a)Qrr Depth (p)Orr Depth (a)B Zn Depth fp)B Zn Depth 
-6500 -6489 -6543 -6528 
-6454 -641 2 -6499 -6455 
-6401 -6409 -6443 -6452 
-6404 -6405 -6447 -6448 
-6405 -6387 -6448 -6430 
-6413 -6380 -6456 -6423 

The “Auto” option is a special feature that made that predicts parameters at each well 
(control point) from the remaining wells as training data. A report is generated that 
compares the measured values to the predicted values. An example of output from the 
“Auto” featwe of the Neural Solver 2 Tool is shown in Figure 5 I. 

7 
8 
9 

10 

Figure 5 I .  
for the dependent data in the objective file. 

An example of actual (a) and prediction (p) values from Neural Solver 2 

-6437 -6409 -6480 -6451 
-6433 -641 5 -6475 -6455 
-6496 -645 1 -6537’ -649 1 
-6485 -6449 -6525 -6491 

I 1  
12 
13 

-6490 -6468 -6530 -651 0 
-6489 -6454 -6529 -6494 
-6493 -6453 -6533 -6494 

15 
16 
17 

I 141 -6494 I -6453 I -6534 I -6493 
-6489 -6463 -6529 -6503 
-6494 -6462 -6534 -6502 
-6503 -6477 -6541 -651 6 

18 
19 
20 
21 

-6503 -6460 -6541 -6500 
-6505 -6476 -6543 -651 6 
-651 6 -6473 -6554 -651 2 
-6472 -641 9 -651 4 -6462 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2% 

-6455 -6462 -6494 -6503 
-6436 -6408 -6476 -6450 
-6434 -642 I -6474 -6462 
-6438 -6420 -6478 -6461 
-6444 -6430 -6484 -6471 
-6448 -6430 -6488 -6471 
-6463 -6448 -6503 -6488 

Practice files for the Neural Solver 2 Tool are located under the directory 
\tools_ann\input-files2\. 

29 
30 
31 
32 
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-6467 -6447 -6507 -6488 
-6473 -6446 -651 3 -6487 
-6477 -6465 -651 7 -6505 
-6483 -6464 -6523 -6504 



TOOLS and UTILITIES 

Manual Combine 

The Manual Combine Tool can produce a reservoir potential or “2” map. Output can be 
arithmetically summed by supplying user-supplied weights to the data (up to seven data 
sources), Imported data could be output files for depositional setting and porosity 
development, structural growth, and entrapment potential. The Manual Combine Tool 
provides a subjective evaluation of reservoir potential as supplied by weights from the 
user in an arbitrary fashion or as an attempt to shift weights to match the user’s 
knowledge of well performance. The combine tool could be also used to explore different 
weighting to approximate the results computed by the neural solver. 

Datu 

Input data for the Manual Combine Tool are created with the Cluster 1 or Cluster 2 
routines. An example of an output file from Cluster 1 or 2 is shown is Figure 52. The 
rank column (4) from the cluster output is used to characterize reservoir “goodness.” It is 
assumed that radang order is the same for each input file; 1 is good and 4 is poor. Up tu 
7 input files can be imported at one time. The files must reside in a separate directory. 
The routine will attempt to read each file in the work directory that has a csv extensiun. 

Figure 52. An example of a rank file produced by Cluster 1 or Cluster 2. 
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After executing the command for the Manual Combine Tool? a work window is presented 
as shown in Figure 53. 

Figure 53. An example of the work window for Manual Combine and navigation key. 

Key to work window for the Manual Combine Tool. 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 

Load input files. 
List box showing files and data columns. 
Prepare button overlays and merges data. 
Apply weights to selected data. 
Overlay land grid and well locations, optional. 
Map area. 
Color bar and scale. 

Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 

Load input files by pressing “Files” Button “A.” 
Select data columns from list box “B.” 
Press “Prepare” button “C.” 
Press “Combo” button “D.” A second work window is presented. 
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After pressing the “Combo” button “D”, a new window is presented as shown in Figure 
54. In general use, the weights will be from 0 tu 1. Leaving all weights to a value of i 
will give each input file equal value. 

Figure 54. An example of the second work window for the Manual Combine Tool 
and navigation key. 

H -  

Key to second work window for Manual Combine Tool. 

H. 

Step 5. 

List box of selected data col-umns and weights to be applied. 

Change weights as desired. A zero will remove item from summation. 
Close the window and a new map will be created with the supplied 
weights. 
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A “2” map is computed from the user-supplied weights and the selected data as shown 
Figure 55. 

Figure 55. An example &om Manual Combine Tool with different weights applied 
input data. 

in 

to 

The areas with low values are good. Large values indicate poor ranking .from selected 
data and weights. In this example there are 3 input files. Areas with a value of3  represent 
regions where the 3 input files have a rank of 1 (best). 
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TOOLS and UTILITIES 

Fuzzy Combine 

The Fuzzy Combine Tool is a form of “expert system” used to consistently apply rules 
for characterization of reservoir potential. This tool relies for its operation on a fuzzy 
inference system (FIS) built with the MATLAB Fuzzy Editor. A MATLAB FIS is a 
single file (with extension .fis) which contains the definition of a complete fuzzy 
inference system, consisting of input variable membership fiinctions, fuzzy iules, arid 
output variable mapping functions. The FIS editor provides for the definition and editing 
of these components with a simple GUI. See the MATLAB Fuzzy Logic Toolbox User’s 
Guide €or details. This documentation can be found on the MATLAB web site. 

The ICs Fuzzy Combine Tool is a control and display shell around the FIS, which allows 
the user to select data files for input to the FIS, and displays the FIS output in map form 
consistent with the other ICs tools. 

In general use, the user will define a FIS external to ICs. The FIS may have any number 
of inputs and rules, and should have one output. For use in ICs as a combine tool, the 
inputs are presumably data that are created by other ICs tools. The rules relate values of 
these reservoir characterization parameters to some overall measure of reservoir 
potential, which is the mapped output. 

In its demonstration form supplied here, the tool applies rules to 2 reservoir parameters: 
entrapment pressure and porosity-thickness (phi-h) for a particular reservoir in the Upper 
Red River. The entrapment pressure is output from the Entrapment Tool, and the 
predictions of phi-h are made with a neural solver, cluster tool or multiple-linear 
regression tool. The 2-input FIS for this case is called drules2.fis. Demonstration files for 
the example shown in Figure 56 are located under the directory \tools_fUzzy\input_fles\. 

The Fuzzy Combine Tool is under development and is not ready for a tutorial example at 
this time. After further calibration and sophistication are incorporated in this tool, we 
plan to post an update and tutorial example on the project web site. It is anticipated that 
this will be accomplished in the first quarter of2002. 
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Shown in Figure 56 is the work window and navigation key for the “Fuzzy Combine” 
tool. 

Figure 5 6  Work window for Fuzzy Combine Tool and navigation key. 

Navigation key for Fuzzy Combine Tool. 

A. 
8. 

C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
33. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 

Load input files. Input files must reside in a separate directory. 
Select one data column. Press “Add.” Column name is copied to window “D.” 
Repeat for second data column. 
Copies colunin name selected from “B” to “D.” 
Window containing data for fuzzy iules. Entrapment is first, phi-h is second. 
Clear button to start over with file selection. 
Press “Prepare” button after data are selected. Overlay and grid operations begin. 
Map is displayed of data item that is highlighted in window “D.” 
File name of fuzzy rules that apply to the data selected. 
‘Test” button applies fuzzy rules and creates a map in window “K.” 
Overlay land grid and well locations from a special file. 
Map area. 
Color bar and scale. Scale is from 0 to 100. A score of 100 is the best possible. 
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Shown in Figure 57 is an example of entrapment-pressure input as mapped by the “Fuzzy 
Combine” tool. 

Figure 57. An example of entrapment-pressure input as mapped by the Fuzzy 
Combine Tool. 

Shown in Figure 58 is an example of porosity-thickness input as mapped by the “Fuzzy 
Combine” tool. 

Figure 58. An example ofporosity-thickness input as mapped by the Fuzzy Combine 
Tool. 
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Shown in Figure 59 is an example of output from application of fuzzy rules with the 
“Fuzzy Combine” tool. 

Figure 59. Final output from application of rules with Fuzzy Combine Tool. 

The score from application of the fuzzy rules (item box “H’) is shown on the color bar. A 
score of 100 is the maximum “goodness.” A score of “‘0” is the minimum “goodness.” 
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TUTOFUALS 

Introduction 

Software tools in ICs are for evaluating various data sets from seismic, geologic and 
engineering sources. The objective of these tools is to provide a means for logical and 
consistent reservoir characterization, These tools can be broadly characterized as 1)  
clustering tools, 2) neural solvers, 3) multiple-linear regression, 4) entrapment-potential 
calculator and 5 )  combining tools, A flexible approach can be used with the ICs tools. 
They can be used separately or in a series to make predictions about some objective. 

The tools in ICs are primarily designed to correlate relationships between seismic 
information and data obtained from wells. It is possible to work witla we11 data alone. 
Likewise, there may be special circumstances where seismic data could used without well 
data. A generalized approach tu reservoir characterization witla ICs is shown in Figure 
60. 

Figure 60. ICs Data and Logic flow. 

DATA + 
Formation Tops 
Log Analysis 
Production 
Flow Tests 
Seismic Time 
Seismic Intervals 
Seismic Attributes 
Seismic Models 

TOOLS + 
C Ius t ering 
Neural Solver 
Linear Regress ion 

INTERMEDIATE 
OBJECTIVES + COMBINE + “Z”MAP 
Deposition Manual Weight Reservoir 
Structure Neural Solver Potential 
Growth History Fuzzy Rules 
Storage 
Transmissibility 
Fluid Saturation 
Entrapment 

An example of data and approach for evaluation of depositional setting is shown in 
Figure 6 1. 

Figure 6 1. Data and logic flow for depositional setting. 

DEPENDENT 
DATA -+ 

Rock Quality 
Porosity 
Permeability 
Facies 
Shale Voliune 

INDEPENDENT 
DATA + 

Micro Intervals 
Format ion-marker 
Tops/Picks 
From well logs 

TOOLS -+ 

Clustering 

OBJECTIVE + OUTPUT 

Intervals 
Correlating 
To rock quality 
Rock type or 
Facies 

Rank- mean 
Fife and map 
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An example of data and approach for evaluation of structure and growth history is shown 
in Figure 62. 

Figure 62” Data and logic flow for structure and growth history. 

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT 
DATA + DATA + TOOLS + OBJECTlVE + OUTPUT 

Production Macro Intervals Clustering Rank Rank- mean 
Oil volume Formation-marker Interval patterns File and map 
Production rate Tops/Picks With production 
Oil cut From well logs With depth 
Reservoir depth From Seismic 

Neural Solver Transform Production 
Interval patterns Attribute 
To production Fife and map 
Related values 

An example of data and approach for transformation of seismic attributes to reservoir 
attributes is Shawn in Figure 63. 

Figure 63. Data and logic flaw for seismic pseudo-reservoir attributes. 

DEPENDENT 
DATA + 
Reservoir attributes 
At wells 
Thickness 
Storage 
Porosity 
Transmissibility 
Permeability 

INDEPENDENT 
DATA + TOOLS + OBJECTIVE + OUTPUT 

Seismic attributes Clustering Reservoir Rank- mean 
Amplitude Attributes Fife and map 
Frequency At seismic 
Isochron Traces 

Neural Solver 

Mul t iple 
Linear 
Regression 

Tmis formed 
Seismic 
Attributes 
File and map 

Transformed 
Seismic 
Attributes 
File and map 
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An example of data and approach €or transformation of seismic attributes to reservoir 
fluid saturation is shown in Figure 64. 

Figure 64” Data and logic flow for fluid saturation. 

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT 
DATA + DATA -+ 
Reservoir attributes Special Seismic 
At wells Attributes 
Water saturation Frequency 
Oil cut AVO 
Porosity 

TOOLS + OBJECTlVE j OUTPUT 

Clustei-ing Reservoir Rank- mean 
Attributes File and map 
At seismic 
Traces 
Water saturation 
Oil cut 

Neural Solver Tram formed 
Seismic 
Attributes 
File and map 

An example of data and approach for estimating entrapment potential for a reservoir is 
shown in Figure 65. 

Figure 65. Data and logic flow for entrapment. 

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT 
DATA + DATA -+ TOOLS + 
Reservoir attributes Reservoir depth Entrapment 
At wells 
Water dens it y 
Capillary properties Porosity or 
Datum pressure permeability 

Cluster rank file 

OBJECTIVE j OUTPUT 

Structure and Ent raprnent 
Stratigraphic Potential 
Potent ial Fife and map 
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An example of data and approach for combining results from intermediate objectives is 
shown in Figure 66. 

Figure 66” Data and logic flow for final objective. 

DEPENDENT 
DATA + 

Reservoir attributes 
At wells 
Storage 
Transmissibility 
En trapnient 
Oil cut 
Oil rate 
Ultimate recovery 

INDEPENDENT 
DATA + 

Transformed 
Sei sinic attributes 

Storage 
Transmi s sibili ty 
Growth history 
Entrapment 

TOOLS + 
Manual combine 

Neural Solver 

Fuzzy rules 

OBJECTlVE + OUTPUT 

Subjective Summation 
Weights For 

Relative 
Coodne s s 

Objective Direct 
Weights Prediction 

From training 
Oil-cut 
Oil rate 
EUR 

Objective Consistent 
Weights Rules For 

Relative 
Goodness 

Data should be collected and organized that are appropriate for intermediate objectives. 
Some suggested reservoir characterization items from well data are listed below. 

A. A model for reservoir deposition and genesis should be developed. In general, the 
depositional setting can be inferred from various intervals within and near the 
reservoir objective. Appropriate data would include formation or marker-bed 
depths. 

B. Most reservoirs have some component of structural trapping. Appropriate data 
would be the depth to the reservoir objective. In some instances, especially with 
seismic time, structure may be expressed as an interval from a shallow horizon to 
the reservoir objective. 

C. Growth history describes the evolution of structure. Appropriate data would be 
important formation tops fi-om surface to some formation or marker-bed below 
the reservoir objective. A suggested number of‘ formation depths €or this data set 
would be five or six. 
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D. 

E. 

F. 

Storage is porosity-thickness. The data will come from analysis of well logs. The 
data set will summarize gross thickness, net gross thickness and effective 
porosity-thickness for the reservoir objective. 

Transmissibility is a property that describes flow capacity. Permeability-thickness 
or draw-down indices are possible parameters that describe flow capacity. Drill- 
stem tests, production-curve analysis and back-pressure tests are good sources for 
this characterization item. 

Fluid saturation in the reservoir can be characterized from well-log analysis and 
production data. 

The data should be entered into spreadsheets and organized in the manner shown iii the 
following tables. The spreadsheets must be saved or exported in comnia-separated- 
variable format. The first two coluinns are reserved for coordinates in any Cartesian first 
quadrant format. The first row is reserved for data labels. Do not have more than one row 
of labels. 

Construction of a database for dependent well information should be the first order of 
business, The file will contain numeric values of items that describe the quality of the 
reservoir as shown in Figure 67. 

Figure 67. An example of a data file containing reservoir parameters from well 
information, 

1251493 151452 3301100452 1.634 0.048 120.06 0.0 0.000 
1255263 151907 3301100458 1.389 0.000 8.12 74.2 0.654 
1259006 15737? 3301100819 1 .OS0 0.613 86.16 95.0 0 524 
1258348 159293 3301100865 0.812 0.000 75.77 49.5 0.464 
1253880 156077 3301 IO0940 
1283178 124373 3301100582 0.695 0.620 26.28 52.7 0 "944 
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It is recommended to construct a database of geologic tops related to depositional setting. 
These data are obtained from well logs. An example data file of geologic tops related to 
depositional setting is shown in Figure 68. 

Figure 68. An example data file of geologic tops related to depositional setting. 
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For evaluation of structure and growth history, a database should be constructed from 
well logs that contains sub-sea depths to important geologic formations. An example data 
file of geologic tops related to structural growth is shown in Figure 69. 

Figure 69. An example data file of geologic tops related to structural growth. 

330 I IOU865 I -2791 -13401 -33031 -45431 -58641 -64541 
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A database of seismic attributes that are (or could be) related to reservoir variation should 
be constructed from exported files from seismic interpretdtion software. Such a file is 
shown in Figure 70. 

Figure 70. An example data file of seismic attributes related to the reservoir 
objective. 
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For evaluation of structure and growth history, a database should be constructed from 
seismic that contains reflection time at important geologic formations. These data are 
exported files from seismic interpretation software. An example data file of seismic time 
picks related to structural growth is shown in Figure 7 1. 

Figure 7 1 An example data file of seismic time picks at important geologic horizons. 
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Getting Started 

It is recornmended to start with a 3D seismic data set and use the Cluster 3 tool. A simple 
seismic data set would consist of two-way travel time and interval time at major seismic 
reflectors or important geological horizons. Cluster 3 requires no well data as it produces 
natural or intrinsic clusters without correlation to any reservoir or physical property. 

After producing cluster maps with time and interval time, proceed to experimenting, 
again with Cluster 3, with seismic attributes (such as amplitude) at the reservoir 
objective. 

Next, create a file to use with the Cluster 1 tool. Start simple and use two-way travel time 
at major seismic reflectors as the independent data. Make a file of geologic intervals 
(corresponding to the seismic reflectors) from well logs (dependent data) that are 
available within the 3D seismic survey area. Merge the two files after the seismic two- 
way travel time has been supplied for the well locations. Create cluster maps for seismic 
two-way travel time and interval thickness from well logs. Observe which seismic time 
intervals correlate best with well-log interval thickness. Compare cluster niaps from 
Cluster 1 to those produced by Cluster 3. 

After becoming comfortable with Cluster 1, begin experimenting with the Cluster 2 tool. 
Make a dependent-data file of simple reservoir properties fi-on1 the wells located within 
the 3D seismic survey. Include reservoir properties such as thickness, porosity-thickness 
and average porosity. Create an independent-data file from simple seismic information 
such as maximum peak and minimum trough amplitudes near the reservoir objective. 
Merge the two files after the seismic information has been supplied for the well locations. 
Create cluster maps for seismic information and reservoir properties fi-om well logs. 
Observe which seismic attributes correlate best with reservoir properties. Compare 
cluster maps from Cluster 2 to those produced by Cluster 3. 

Following a few sessions with the clustering tools, it is suggested to work with the 
Entrapment Tool. The Entrapment tool requires familiarity with output created by Cluster 
1 and Cluster 2 tools. 

The next step is to use the neural solvers. If the suggested steps described above are 
followed, the user should acquire a better understanding of the independent seismic data 
and relationships with the dependent well data. Successful use of the neural solvers, in 
mast reservoir characterization problems, involves selecting or screening data that 
probably have a high correlation to the reservoir attribute or objective. This is especially 
necessary when the control or well population is small. It some cases, the well population 
may be too small for using neural solvers. 

Afler using different techniques and data sets to make predictions for several reservoir 
characteristics, the user should develop a sense as to what factors are important and can 
be predicted for the reservoir. Once this is achieved, the user can combine these reservoir 
elements through application of three combining tools. 
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TUTOFUALS 

Example 1 

In example 1 ,  we will use data from a 3D seismic survey in Bowman County, North 
Dakota. The survey area has 9 wells for control. The example will emphasize clustering, 
as the clustering tools are robust and produce quick results with a small control 
population. We will make various cluster maps fur depositional setting, porosity and 
structure. The output will be combined to produce a “Z’ map or potential map, The 
practice files fur example 1 are located under the directory \example-1 \input-files\. 

The first data set includes seismic attributes within the Upper Red River. A portion of this 
data file is shown iii Figure 72 

Figure 72. Portion of input data file 1 used in tutorial example 1. 

Data file, “data-set-0 1 .csv’?, contains coordinates in the first two columns. Columns 3 
through 6 contain amplitude attributes. Columns 7 through 11 contain isochron data. 
These seisniic attributes were found to respond to variation of Red River development 
from seismic modeling and empirical observation. The first step is to cluster these data 
with Cluster 3 tool. This tool will produce from 2 to 10 clusters. Since the data are not 
correlated with any well data, this tool produces natural clusters. The patterns that are 
produced will represent areas that are seismically similar. Examples of maps produced by 
the Cluster 3 Tool are shown in Figures 73 , 74 and 75. 
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Figure 73. A map created by Cluster 3 with 9 cluster groups for seismic attributes 
used in example 1. 

Figure 74. A map created by Cluster 3 with 6 cluster groups for seismic attributes 
used in example 1. 
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Figure 75. A map created by Cluster 3 with 3 cluster groups for seismic attributes 
used in example 1. 

Changing the number of clusters will give the user a feel for the dominant clusters, The 
different cluster areas are related to changes in thickness and impedance. They are also 
probably related to reservoir heterogeneity. The cluster mags do not provide us 
information about the reservoir. The cluster assignments are arbitrary and the order has 
no meaning. 

Reservoir attributes can be assigned to the seismic clusters with the Cluster 1 and 2 tools. 
We will do this with the Cluster 2 tool and use the same data as used previously except 
three columns are inserted before the independent seismic data. A portion of the input file 
for use with the Cluster 2 Tool is shown In Figure 76. 
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Figure 76. Portion of input data file 2 used in tutorial example 1. 

File “data-set-02. csv” provides information about the thickness of the upper Red River 
and porosity development in the D Zone. This file is imported into the Cluster 2 routine. 
Four cluster groups are created and ranked according to Upper Red River thickness. The 
output map is shown in Figure 77. 

Figure 77. Cluster map created by Cluster 2 of Upper Red River thickness from 
seismic attributes used in example 1. 

The cluster results are output to file named “data_set-02-dump,csv” 
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Similarly, “data-set-03 .csv” is processed with Cluster 2. Four cluster groups are created 
and r aked  according to Red River D Zone porosity-thickness. Figure 78 shows the 
resulting clu s ter map. 

Figure 78. Cluster map created by Cluster 2 of Red River D Zone porosity-thickness 
froin seismic attributes used in example 1. 

The cluster results are output tu file named “data-set-03-dump.csv” 

We have now created two files that represent a correlation with seismic attributes for 
depositional setting and porosity. The cluster maps created with Cluster 2 should be 
compared to those created with Cluster 3. By doing so, it should be apparent that the 
areas of siinilar natural clusters have meaningful relationships with Red River reservoir 
development. 

Data file “data- set-04.csv” contains seismic time and interval picks for 9 events from 
the Cretaceous through Ordovician. A portion of this file is shown in Figure 79. 
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Figure 79. Portion of input data file 4 used in tutorial example 1. 

We will use “data-set-04.csv” data to describe structure and structural growth. Cluster 3 
is used to produce natural clusters of the seismic time and intervals. A map of 9 cluster 
groups is shown in Figure 80. These clusters represent patterns of structure and gruwth 
that occurred between Ordovician and Cretaceous time. 

Figure 80. A map created by Cluster 3 with 9 cluster groups for seismic time used in 
example I. 
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We will now assign some geological and engineering meaning to these natural patterns. 
Data file “data-set-O5.csv” contains the same information as “data-set-04.csv” except 
that well information is inserted in columns 3 through 5 (Figure 81). The well 
information is the thiclcness between the Red River, Niobrara and Mission Canyon. 

Figure 8 1 Portion of input data file 5 used in tutorial example 1 

Cluster1 is used with “data-set-5.csv” to produce three cluster groups, as shown in 
Figure 82. These cluster groups represent areas of similar structural growth history. The 
thinnest areas, with maximum growth, are ranked as I. 

Figure 82. Cluster map of Niobrai-a -Red River thickness froin seismic time. 
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Note that the data file uses a negative value with the interval thickness in Figure 8 I. We 
want the greatest value to have a rank of one. An output file is saved to “data-set-05- 
dump. ” 

Figure 83. Portion of input data file 6 used in tutorial example 1. 

Data file “data-set-06.csv” will be used in the next step. A portion of this file is shown in 
Figure 83. This file contains the same seismic infomation as “data~set~O5.csv.” The well 
information is from oil-cut measured by drill-stem-tests. We will correlate structure and 
growth with oil-cut. A similar correlation exercise could use hydrocarbon saturation from 
well-log evaluations. Cluster 1 is used to create the three-cluster map that is shown in 
Figure 84. 

Figure 84. Cluster map of D Zone oil-cut -from seismic time. 
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We have made a correlation of seismic interval times with measurements of reservoir 
fluid (oil-cut). Areas similar to those where oil was sampled by drill-stem-test are ranked 
as 1. An output file is created and saved as”data-set_04-dump.” 

The 3 output files (data_set_02_dump.~sv, data-set-05-dump.csv and 
data-set-06-dump.csv) are next imported into the Manual Combine routine. The rank 
data columns are selected and the “data prepare’’ button is pressed. After processing the 
files, select a weight factor of 1 for each input file. The manual combine routine will 
multiply each rank by the user-supplied weights and sum the result at each node. 

The map shown in Figure 85 is a display of the equal-weight summation fi-om the 3 input 
files. The user should try different weights to observe changes in the “Z” or potential 
map, The “Z” map represents oil potential from the Red River D zone based on the 3 
input criteria, structural growth for interval thickness, structural growth for oil-cut and 
depositional thickness. An important parameter that has not been assessed is present-day 
structure. 

Figure 85. An example of a “Z” map produced by the Manual Conibine Tool €or 
example I. 
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TUTOFUALS 

Example 2 

In example 2, we will use the Entrapment routine. The Entrapment routine requires two 
files, The first file to be read is a depth file. The depth data must be in column 4. Also, 
the depth values decrease going down (sub sea format). The second file is a rank file 
produced by either Cluster 1 or Cluster 2. The rank file should characterize either rock 
quality or depositional setting. A rank of I is good and a rank of 4 is poor. The practice 
files for example 2 are located under the directory \example-2\input-files\. 

Step 1. 

Step 2. 

Step 3. 

Step 4. 

Step 5. 

Step 6. 

Step 7. 

Step 8. 

Call the Entrapment routine and press the “Files” button. Select file 
“data_set_;!l_knorr.csv” as a depth file, After the depth file is loaded, 
select file “data-set-~3-rank.csv” as the rank file. 

Press the “Paranieters” button. A new window is displayed. Change the 
capillary factor to 0.3. Press the “Apply” button and close the window. 

Press the “Depth” button. 

Press the “Rank” button. 

Press the “Pressure” button. The “Pressure” must be pressed after any 
changes are made in the “Parameters” window, Values are displayed for 
“azimuth and “angle.” These describe a first-order trend through the 
pressure map. 

Press the “Residual Pressure” button. Press the “Flip Colors” button. The 
residual pressure map is the entrapment map. Negative pressure indicates 
a greater likelihood for oil entrapment. The zero-pressure contour can be 
thought of as the oil-water-contact. Pressure greater than zero will indicate 
a low entrapment potential. 

Press the “Output” button to export a file containing the computed residual 
pressures. Name the file “ data-set-2 1-dump.csv.” 

Experiment with changes to “azimuth” and “angle” values. Use small 
changes until you are comfortable with the results. Press the “residual 
Pressure” button again. Changing these parameters will tilt the residual 
pressure map. This option is intended as a means to study effects from 
hydrodynamic tilting. 

Repeat the exercise with “daata_set_22_orr.csv” as the depth file and 
“data-set-02-dump.csv” that was created in the example I exercise. 
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After the input files are loaded, depth and rank data can be displayed as shown in Figure 
86 and Figure 87. 

Figure 86” Display of depth file from Entrapment Tool used in example 2. 

Figure 87. Display of rank file from Entrapment Tool used in example 2. 
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The parameters window should be completed as shown in Figure 88. After applying the 
pardmeters, a map of computed pressure can be displayed as shown in Figure 89. 

Figure 88. Display of parameters window from Entrapment Tool used in example 2. 

Figure 89. Display of computed pressure from Entrapment Tool used in example 2. 
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Displays of residual pressure for different capillary factors are shown in Figure 90 and 
Figure 9 1. 

Figure 90. Display of computed residual pressure from Entrapment Tool used in 
example 2. Capillary factor set at 0.3. 

Figure 9 1. Display of computed residual pressure from Entrapment Tool used in 
example 2. Capillary factor set at 0.5. 
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TUTOFUALS 

4214039 
1212821 

Example 3 

147068 330 I 1 00259 142.5 2 -05 0.60 
149427 330 1 1 00262 60.3 1.78 0.74 

In example 3, we will use Neural Solver 2 to create a “Z” map. The ranking of the “2” 
map will based on initial 24-month production. The independent data (input) will be kom 
output files that are similar to those created in example 1 and example 2. In example 1, 
we created several cluster maps and output files. The cluster rdnk from those output files 
were used to create a “2” map with Manual Combine Tool. In example 2, we created 
maps indicating entrapment potential and output files. The practice files for example 3 
are located under the directory \example_3\input_files\. 

The weights used in the Manual Combine Tool are subjective. Neural Solver 2 can apply 
objective weighting to those same files using some parameter of “goodness” from the 
well control. In this example, we will use production as a measure of “goodness.” A 
portion of the objective file for example 2 is shown in Figure 92. 

Figure 92. Objective file used by Neural Solver 2 in example 2. 

I east Inorth IWELL API IBOPD 24 mo ILoa BOPD 24 mo lOlL CUT 24 mo I 

The objective file for Neural Solver 2 contains information about the wells. The first row 
is reserved for labels. The first 2 columns are coordinates. Column 3 is a numeric well 
identifier. The following columns contain the dependent data. There is no limit to the 
number of columns and there can be blank cells in the dependent data. 

We will import five independent data files. Three files were created by Cluster 2. Two 
files were created by Entrapment. Before these files can be used by Neural Solver 2, we 
must perform a modification to the files. Open each cluster output file in a spreadsheet 
program and sort by cluster. Delete all rows with a cluster and rank value of “0.” Save the 
file in coma-separated-variable format. Open each entrapment output file in a 
spreadsheet program and sort by “residual pressure.” Delete all rows with ‘WaN.” Save 
the file in comma-separated-variable format. The files that are provided with this tutorial 
have already been processed in this manner. Examples of the input files for example 3 are 
shown in Figure 93 and Figure 94. 
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Figure 93. 

1206306 
1206306 
1206306 
1206306 
1206306 
1206306 
1206306 
1206306 

An example of a cluster output file where rows with cluster of “0” are to 
be deleted. 

14’7090 NaN 
147434 NaN 
147779 NaN 
148124 NaN 
148468 NaN 
148813 NaN 
149157 NaN 
149502 NaN 

Figure 94. 

1206306 
1206306 

An example of an entrapment output file where rows with “NaN” are to 
be deleted. 

151225 10.30 
151 569 8.67 

Ix I v  I residualDr. I 

1206306 
1206306 

151914 6.88 
152258 6.94 

I 12063061 1508801 9.151 

Neural Solver 2 requires that the input files reside in separate directories. Place the 
independent data files in a directory such as c:\temp2 and the objective file in 
cAternp2bbjective. After the files have been prepared and placed in appropriate 
directories, we are ready to execute Neural Solver 2 and produce a “2” niap. 
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Step 1. 

Step 2. 

Step 3. 

Step 4. 

Step 5. 

Step 6. 

Step 7. 

Figure 95. 

Press the “input files” button. A window box will appear. Enter the path 
to the independent data files and close the window. 

Select the appropriate data columns from the input files with a ctrl-left 
click. 

Press the “objective file” button” and select the objective file. 

Press the “data prepare” button. The program will overlay and merge the 
files, This process could take several minutes, 

Select an objective for training such as “BOPD 24 mo.” 

Press the “train” button. 

Press the “1”~11?~’ button. A map will be created with values of the selected 
objective training column as shown in Figure 95. 

A “2” map of bopd from Neural Solver 2 used in example 3. 
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Step 8. 

Step 9. 

Step 10. 

Figure 9 6  

Select an objective for training such as “Log BOPD 24 mo.” 

Press the “train” button. 

Press the “run” button. A map will be created with values of the selected 
objective training column as shown in Figure 96. 

A “z” map of Log bopd from Neural Solver 2 used in example 3. 

Step 11. 

Step 12. 

Select an objective for training such as “OIL CUT 24 ma’’ 

Press the “train” button. 
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Step 13. 

Figure 97. 

Press the “run” button. A map will be created with values of the selected 
objective training column as shown in Figure 97. 

A “2” map of oil-cut from Neural Solver 2 used in example 3. 
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The input selections can be changed. In Figure 98, only two of the five input files were 
used in creation of a “Z” map based on BOPD. After making new selections from the 
input files, the “data prepare” button must be pressed again. Press “train” and “run” to 
create a new “Z” map as shown in Figure 98. 

Figure 98. A “z” map of bopd from Neural Solver 2 with different training used in 
example 3. 

Tutorial example 3 provide examples of how Neural Solver 2 can be used to create a “Z” 
map. The “Z” map is scaled or ranked using common indicators of performance or 
quality. The objective file used in example 3 contains information from production 
history. However, any measure of hydrocarbons could be used in the objective file. The 
input files were created with other ICs tools in a process of converting seismic 
information into reservoir characterizations of depositional setting, structural growth and 
entrapment. 
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TUTOFUALS 

Example 4 

In example 4, we will use Neural Solver 1 to transform seismic attributes to a thickness 
that represents depositional setting and to porosity-thickness that represents storage. The 
independent data (seismic attributes) will be transformed froin a training data set that is 
comprised of data Erom wells in other 3D seismic surveys. The results will be compared 
to those predicted by multiple-linear-regression. Finally, we will compare all predictions 
to a natural cluster map of the seismic attributes. The practice files for example 4 are 
located under the directory \exainple-4\inp~it-fles\. 

The training file consists of two well-reservoir attributes in columns 4 and 5.  The 
following columns contain normalized seismic attributes at the well locations. Figure 99 
shows a portion of the training file for example 4. 

Figure 99. Training data file for Neural Solver 1 used In example 4. 
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Step 1. The training file “data-set-4-train.csv” is imported into Neural Solver 1. 

Step 2. The “PCA” button is pressed and the data column labeled “On-GM’ is 
selected in the window box. 

Step 3. Default training is used and the “train all” button is pressed. 

Step 4. The “map” button is pressed. Map file “data-set-4-map.csv” is selected. 
A map is created that shows the seismic attributes transformed into the 
thickness from Qrr to GM as shown in Figure 100. 

Figure 100. A map of On-GM thickness from Neural Solver 1 used in example 4. 
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Step 5.  The data column labeled “D PHI-H’ is selected in the window box. 

Step 6. The “map” button is pressed. Map file “data-set-4-map.csv” is selected. 
A map is created that shows the seismic attributes transformed into D 
Zone porosity-thickness as shown in Figure 101. 

Figure 101. A map of D Zone phi-h from Neural Solver 1 used in example 4. 

For comparison, a multiple linear-regression equation can be derived from 
“data_set-4-train.csv” for either “Urr-GM” or “D phi-h.” Applying those equation 
coefficients to the apprupriate data columns in “data_set_4_map.csv”, we can predict 
either Orr-GM thickness or D phi-h with the Multiple-Linear Regression Tool. 
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Figure 102 shows the prediction of Orr-GM thickness using regression coefficients 
shown in Figure 103. 

Figure 102. A map of Qrr-GM thickness from MLR tool used in example 4. 

Figure 103. Coefficients for On-GM thickness applied with MLR tool used in 
example 4. 
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Figure 104 shows the prediction of D phi-h using regression coefficients shown in Figure 
105. 

Figure 104. A map of D phi-h from MLR tad used in example 4. 

Figure 105. Coefficients for D phi-h applied with MLR tool used in example 4. 
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When the Cluster 3 Tool is used with “data-set-4-map.csv”, a nine-cluster map can be 
produced as shown in Figure 106 

Figure 106 Cluster map of seismic attributes fiom Cluster 3 used in example 4. 

Referring back to example 1, we can apply the transformations made by Neural Solver 1 
and multiple-linear regression to the cluster map made by Cluster 3 for the same seismic 
attributes. Comparing the maps prepared in this example allows us to conclude with high 
confidence that cluster 1 represents a thin depositional setting with very poor D Zone phi- 
h. Similarly, we can conclude that cluster 2 represents a thick depositional setting with 
excellent D Zone phi-h. If our drilling target is the D zone, we should focus our efforts in 
thuse areas populated with seismic attributes found in cluster 2. 
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CONCLUSION 

htegrdted sofmare has been written that comprises the tool kit for the Intelligent 
Computing System (ICs). The software tools in ICs are for evaluating reservoir and 
hydrocarbon potential from various seismic, geologic and engineering data sets. The ICs 
tools provide a means for logical and consistent reservoir characterization. The tools can 
be broadly characterized as 1) clustering tools, 2) neural solvers, 3 )  multiple-linear 
regression, 4) entrapment-potentia1 calculator and 5 )  combining tools. 

The clustering tools are simple to use and yet robust in their ability to correlate seismic 
data with reservoir information collected from wells. A large number of independent 
parameters can be quickly assessed fur correlation to selected reservoir parameters. The 
most important independent parameters are ranked by the cluster routine and are clearly 
identified for the user. Output from clustering tools and depth infomation can be used in 
an entrapment-potential calculator to quantify trapping conditions. Multiple output files 
fiom clustering and neural solver tools can be weighted and summed in a combine tool to 
generate a “goodness” or reservoir “Z” map. 

Neural solver tools are more dif€icult to use and require more control (dependent data) for 
training information than the clustering tools. However, they can be used successfully €or 
making reservoir predictions at a 3D seismic survey where there few or no wells if 
training can be accomplished from another 3D seismic survey or surveys where there is a 
sufficiently large well population. This approach has been successfully tested by the 
author at six 3D seismic surveys in Bowman County, North Dakota and Harding County, 
South Dakota. 

A fuzzy-logic combine tool has also been developed and offers promise as a consistent- 
mle means of assessing reservoir potential. A simple set of fuzzy rules has been 
developed but rule definitions need to be refined and expanded. After this is done, a 
tutorial will be developed that will allow users of the Fuzzy Combine Tool to modify or 
customize the rules for a specific reservoir of interest. 

Example data sets with detailed instruction are provided in the tutorial section. These 
allow the user an opportunity to successfully run each of the ICs tools and to use the 
taols in an integrated manner toward reservoir characterization and risk assessment. 
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